
CAREER PATHS FOR DESIGNERS:



>> Print & Online >> Print & Online 

Iranian graphic designers Mohammad Jamshidi :: “Fear and Mental Anguish” and Reza Abedini :: 29LT Makina Type-Family Poster and Visual Experiments
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>> Print & Online 

Italian contributors Claudio Madella [text], Matteo Isella; [Photos] Floriana Onidi, Vashink, Armina Ghazaryan, Nicola Righetti and Riccardo L.Varisco (Ca.Os) :: 
Italian graphic designers Claudio Madella, Jacopo Mencacci, Fabrice Panichi :: 9PT
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>> Print & Online 

American designer Arem Duplessis :: while Design director New York Times Magazine, now Creative director at Apple.



>>  Advertising 

贺师洋 Shiyang He :: Executive Creative Director :: 天与空 Tian Yu Kong — Shanghai, China :: The more you connect, the less you connect.
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>>  Advertising >> Social Media

American designer Corrine Ellsworth Beaumont :: Founder of nonprofit Worldwide Breast Cancer :: Breast Cancer Awareness :: Know your lemons.
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>>  Branding 

Global branding agency Saffron :: Austrian A1 Telecommunications Company



>>  Packaging 

Egyptian designer Nader Mohamed Zaki :: Menu Cards, Menu box, Take Away box, Sandwich Sleeve



>>  Packaging 

Greek Creative director Yiannis Kouroudis :: Agency is k2design :: Ice cream packaging



>>  Packaging 

Ukrainian Krylia FMCG Agency :: Limited Edition Packaging Design for AleXX Cognac :: Goat in Sheep’s Clothing to the Year of the Green Goat on the Chinese calendar & Red Fire Monkey



>>  Lettering  

Spanish letterer Alex Trochut, now living in NYC and New York City-based lettering artist Dana Tanamachi.



>>  Type Design 

Israeli Type and Graphic designer Liron Lavi Turkenich :: Aravrit, hybrid letters merging Hebrew and Arabic and Japanese type designer Kunihiko Okano :: Shotype



>>  Illustration 

Brazilian designers Gustavo Piqueira & Samia Jacintho :: Casa Rex :: Capa do livro BR 111 & Capa para livro A Espetacular Clínica da Monga



>>  Game Design 

Swedish video game programmer and designer Markus Alexej Persson, better known as Notch, is best known for creating Minecraft.
Japanese video game designer, producer and game director at Nintendo Shigeru Miyamoto worked on many game designs including Donkey Kong, Super Mario Bros, and The Legend of Zelda



>>  Interactive, 3D animation, & Motion 

Indian Motion Graphic Designer, Creative Director Anubhav Misra :: Zee Entertainment Enterprises Ltd.



>>  Interactive, 3D animation, & Motion 

Bolivian motion designer, now living in Canada, Jorge Rolando Canedo Estrada :: Creative Director at Ordinary Folk :: https://www.ordinaryfolk.co/    Above animation: http://jrcanest.co/ 

http://jrcanest.co/
http://jrcanest.co/


>>  Interactive, 3D animation, & Motion 

Website  — Mexican designer Ernesto Aguirre, a.k.a. SEMPAI Personal Portfolio Website, https://dwl.media/

https://dwl.media/


>>  Interactive, 3D animation, & Motion 

Website  — New Zealand based Gladeye and The Virtual Economy Website, https://atelier.net/virtual-economy/

https://atelier.net/virtual-economy/


>>  Interactive, 3D animation, & Motion 

Website  — Russian designer Art. Lebedev Website of Aquarium rock band,  https://aquarium.ru/en

http://https://aquarium.ru/en


>>  UI/UX/UCD/Product Design

Pratibha Joshi, a product designer from Seattle by way of India :: Microsoft :: shown works above are from her work at Sprinklr

>>

>> >>

>>



>>  UI/UX/UCD/Product Design

Global design company Frog :: Demystifying Urban Air Quality :: Revolutionizing Disaster Relief



>>  AR/VR/Mixed Reality 

Parisian designers at studio BackLight :: Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality 



>>  Systems 

Global design company Ideo tackles systems



>>  Information Design

French Scientific-Journalist-turned-Designer, Data Visualizer, Gabrielle Merite :: LGBT unprotected by laws



>>  Environmental 

Australian design team at Frost Collective :: Wayfinding, Signage for Sequis tower
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>>  Environmental 

South African designers Nontokozo Tshabalala and Osmond Tshuma :: Mam’ Gobozi
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>>  Environmental 

Seattle designers from NBBJ :: Living Computers Museum
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>>  Events promotions / Brand experience

Designers at Jack Morton global brand experience agency :: Dubai office for the AsiaPop Comicon in the Phillipines:: Netflix :: An interconnected labyrinth of rooms for Netflix’s shows, where each room 
opened to a new interactive environment. Includes 3D VR, sets and props, Instagram moments, purchasable food from the shows’ diners and restaurants, posters, merchandise.



>>  Production

Production designers work with designers to create versions of any design for specific media buys. They also take over the designers files when the design has been approved by the client and is ready 
to be published. They make sure the file is structurally sound, the images are color corrected, the bleeds and color modes are correct, and that the file is ready to publish without errors. 



What courses in design does the Seattle Creative Academy cover?    

History of Graphic Design

Interactive Design

Motion Design

Web Design

UI/UX/UCD

Adobe Creative Suite:  

  — Illustrator

  — Photoshop

  — InDesign

New Media

Typography:  

 — Micro-typography 

Typography:  

  — The grid

Color Theory

Packaging

Advertising

Poster Design

Environmental Design

Magazine Design

Special Projects

Branding

Professional Practices 

Portfolio Prep



What’s the difference between a freelancer, a design studio and an agency?    — Marc Posch

The Agency: Full Service, Full Circle, Full Price
When you think of an agency, the term One-Stop-Shop or 
Agency on Record comes to mind because these businesses 
provide a wide range of services. Agencies tend to have a 
larger team of 50 or more employees, allowing most of the 
work to be handled in-house rather than outsourcing it to a 
third party, as a studio would do.
 Most of those firms maintain offices in various countries, 
which makes them good candidates for international clients 
with the need to communicate with consumers across bor-
ders. Marketing agencies of that caliber offer a wide range 
of services, from public relations, media buying, research to 
creative design work. Within these firms the client also has ac-
cess to a range of professionals from art directors, writers and 
brand strategists.
 In many cases, an agency is hired on a retainer basis, as 
well as per project. With a full-service agency, your brand and 
messaging is kept consistent throughout all mediums, even on 
a global scale. A typical budget for an agency starts at $100K 
– $500K and can easily go up to $10 million or more. The new 
Accenture brand identity that was designed by Landor Associ-
ates in 2000 came with a price tag of $100,000,000.

Design Studios: Lean, Agile And Effective
Most design studios are characterized as niche companies 
focusing on specific services: Branding, web design, SEO, etc. 
That’s usually where they are good at. However, rather than of-
fering the full range of services like agencies do through their 
staff, studios subcontract out various elements of a project, 
such as copywriting, coding or photography. Collaborative 
work between agencies and studios occurs regularly. And the 

internal processes, accounting, availability and experience lev-
els also set studios apart from the freelancer. The creative stu-
dio is ideal for small to mid-sized companies with a CMO but 
without an in-house creative team. They are often hired on a 
retainer basis, as well as per project. A typical budget for a de-
sign studio is in the $5,000 – $20,000 range, but again those 
are just a rough ballpark numbers to allow a comparison. 

In House Corporate Marketing Departments
Many companies utilize their own in-house marketing, design 
communications department. Designers at such companies 
typically aid in the production of items like brochures, promo-
tional displays, corporate annual reports, catalogs, training 
materials, websites, interactive / motion work, and advertising 
campaigns. The upside to working for an in-house art depart-
ment is that you only have one client, so you will have the 
opportunity to get to know them very well. But for designers 
that crave variety, this can also be the downside. Some in-
house design companies in Seattle: REI, Microsoft, Amazon, 
Group Health, some non-profits, Alaska Airlines, Continental 
Mills, and Starbucks.

Self Employed, Freelance, and/or Contract Work
This is where to look when you just need a logo or a flyer and 
your marketing collateral is due quickly. With a freelancer or 
consultant, you have immediate access to his or her time and 
services because you communicate directly with the person 
in charge of the work. However, there is a catch working with 
a single person. Vacations or prior commitments can create 
a conflict when you need work done. In addition, a freelanc-
er may be good at one or two things but will have a difficult 

time fulfilling all your needs, especially in the critical “brand 
building” phase. A good web person may be good at build-
ing your site, but rarely understands your business goals and 
creates a brand identity that reflects this. A typical budget for 
a freelancer who is starting out is $500 – $1,000, while a more 
experienced consultant can charge up to $100K.

The Right Fit
Each of those solutions can be a good fit for a company look-
ing for a creative services provider, and every relationship has 
its benefits and shortcomings. Of course, budgets also dictate 
the dating process here. In general, the agency with its over-
head and full-time staff has to ask for higher compensation 
than the one-man shop. That’s why a freelancer/consultant 
usually works with a start-up (on seed level), or a small compa-
ny with only a limited budget.
 The studio however is a good candidate for a small busi-
ness that already has established itself in the market but 
needs creative services to launch a new product or to freshen 
up existing offerings. With an agency on the other hand, a cli-
ent can be assured that multiple people — even teams — are 
working on their behalf, and that there are layers of account-
ability for the final product.

Marc Posch, Brand Consultant, Creative Director. Swiss born, German 
raised, LA based. Opus Brand Consult (Los Angeles, Munich, Paris)


